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Hitachi Rail STS USA’s AFO-IIC track circuit 

system is designed to provide train detection in 

territories without insulated joints.  It is ideally 

suited for dark territory and selected dc electrified 

LRT territories for highway crossings and signal 

systems requiring continuous train detection.  The 

AFO-IIC Transmitter is amplitude-modulated to 

provide noise immunity in the rails, and both the 

transmitter and receiver are fully transistorized 

devices. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

General Description 

The AFO-IIC track circuit is composed of a transmitter, 
receiver and receiver relay.  The transmitter and 
receiver use a dc power source for operation.  The 
transmitter introduces an audio signal of a specific 
assigned frequency into the track through two wires 
connected directly to the rails.  The point where wires 
are connected defines one end of the AFO-IIC track 
circuit. 

The AFO-IIC receiver only responds to a specific 
assigned frequency.  The receiver is also connected to 
the rails with two wires and this point defines the other 
end of the AFO-IIC track circuit.  Upon receiving the 
proper frequency, the receiver detects, amplifies and 
rectifies the signal to provide an output to operate an 
external relay.  The contacts of the relay are then 
employed in the same fashion as conventional track 
relay contacts. 

The AFO-IIC series includes a transmitter and a 
receiver.  Each consists of a sheet steel enclosure, 
with printed circuit board(s) attached to the top cover 
for ease of maintenance.  Standard AAR terminals are 
provided on both units for external connections.  The 
receiver includes a screwdriver-adjustable sensitivity 
control.  Both units are designed for shelf, wall or rack 
mounting using standard hardware. 

 

Advantages: 

 Provides train detection in dark and selected dc 
LRT territories 

 Serves highway crossing or continuous train 
detection signaling applications 

Advantages (cont’d) 

 Requires no insulated rail joints 

 Versatile - multiple frequencies between 800 - 5000 
Hz 

 Compatible with motion detectors, dc circuits, other 
AFO. 

 

Application 

The AFO-IIC track circuit detects the presence of a 
train through loss of the audio frequency signal which 
is shunted by the train.  A series of AFO-IIC track 
circuits can be superimposed on a track section.  Each 
track circuit operates independently without 
interference from the operation of other AFO-IIC or dc 
track circuits.  This is particularly important where 
adjacent highway crossings have overlapping 
approach limits.  It also allows an overlap at the 
crossing for an island circuit. 

AFO-IIC transmitters and receivers are directly 
interchangeable and compatible with earlier AFO-II 
and AFO-IIB equipment.  The AFO-IIC, however, 
provides two major advantages: 

 Frequency Selection - AFO-IIC equipment offers an 
unlimited range of frequencies between 800 and 
5000 Hz.  This allows greater flexibility in applying 
new or replacement AFO in territories where 
frequency compatibility with other overlay 
equipment is required. 

 Improved Modulation - AFO-IIC uses sine wave 
modulation of the carrier frequency, rather than the 
square wave of previous systems.  This reduces 
harmonic noise applied to the track, and minimizes 
interference to other equipment. 
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General System 

Application 

(Highway Crossing) 

 
 

Application (cont’d) 

NOTE:  If planning a new installation using the AFO-
IIC system, consult your Hitachi Rail STS USA 
Account Executive or request Service Manual SM-
6414 before ordering equipment.  AFO-IIC installations 
require careful analysis of track circuit configuration, 
frequencies, possible audio frequency interference 
sources etc.  This analysis is essential to development 
of a safe and reliable AFO-IIC system. 

 

Specifications 

Transmitter 

Input Voltage: 9.9 to 16.2 Vdc 

Input Current: 0.40A 

Output Voltage: 5.0 V P-P 

Output Impedance: 1 ohm 

Operating Frequencies: See ordering tabulation 

Temperature Range: -40°C to +70°C (-40°F to 
+158°F) 

 

Receiver 

Input Voltage: 9.9 to 16.2 Vdc 

Input Current: 0.07A 

Output Voltage: To 400 ohm relay:  5.5 Vdc 

Specifications (cont’d) 

Receiver (cont’d) 

Signal Sensitivity: 5 mV rms, minimum 

Input Impedance: 1.25 ohm 

Bandwidth: 3db @ +4.0% of assigned 
frequency 

Operating Freq.: See ordering tabulation 

Temperature Range: -40°C to +70°C (-40°F to 
+158°F) 

 

Ordering Information 

 Refer to ordering tabulations on page 3 for 
standard output AFO-IIC order numbers 

 To order related track circuit equipment: 

- See RSE-3H3 for USGA lightning arresters. 

 Request Service Manual SM-6414 for AFO-IIC 
components. 
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AFO-IIC Transmitters

Order No. Carrier Freq. (Hz) Carrier Mod. (Hz)

N451052-2965 870 18

N451052-2966 885 18

N451052-2967 930 18

N451052-2969 980 22

N451052-2970 1050 22

N451052-2971 1120 22

N451052-2972 1180 22

N451052-2974 1285 27

N451052-2976 1420 27

N451052-2978 1660 27

N451052-2979 1860 39

N451052-2981 2140 39

N451052-2983 2540 39

N451052-2985 3360 68  

AFO-IIC Receivers

Order No. Carrier Freq. (Hz) Carrier Mod. (Hz)

N451052-3165 870 18

N451052-3166 885 18

N451052-3167 930 18

N451052-3168 945 18

N451052-3169 980 22

N451052-3170 1050 22

N451052-3171 1120 22

N451052-3172 1180 22

N451052-3174 1285 27

N451052-3176 1420 27

N451052-3178 1660 27

N451052-3179 1860 39

N451052-3181 2140 39

N451052-3183 2540 39

N451052-3185 3360 68  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Track Coupling Units

Order No. Applicable Carrier Frequencies

N451052-1903 870, 980, 1180, 1285, 1660, 1945

N451052-1904 945, 1215, 1520, 2365
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